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 The assessment is heavy, hard, complex, indigestible: Sanitary, 
ecological, geopolitical, crisis, ubiquitous war. So, to take up Alice 
Carabedian on her invitation to the Utopie Radicale:

SINCE REALITY HASTEN TO FUSE WITH THE WORSE FICTIONS (…), WE 
MUST TAKE A STEP TO THE SIDE AND CLAIM THE SUBVERSIVE POWER OF 
FICTION SO AS TO NOT ONLY REENCHANT OUR TOMORROWS, OPEN THE 
DOORS OF OUR ALTERNATIVE THOUGHTS, BUT ALSO FOR REPOLITICIZING 
OUR ATTENTION TO A POSSIBLE COMMON WORLD.
 
Propose a Multiple World·s 1  meeting, to take this step to the side,  
requires knowing how to develop the weaving sense, of the link 
between elements, not necessarily disparate but come by force of cir-
cumstances. These elements are explored by mobilized sensibilities to 
both see and hear. They are author sensibilities, of researchers. The 
question becomes then to position oneself, hear the imaginary voices, 
cross multiple fields: artistic, scientific, societal, social. Language 
fields. Also, life fields.

These fields, overflowing, play with the intersection between old 
and contemporary technics and technologies (from writing to virtual  
technologies going through electronic and analogue systems), between 
scientific research (philosophy, sociology, and biology) and the art  
research (undefinable).
These fields embody a space where the imaginary power can fully  
express itself, reshuffle creation cards and suggest with the sciences. 
The Multiple World-s space-time is conducive to speculation to think 
of a desirable future and a liveable multi-species environment. It is 
in itself political because it is collective. It is open to odd dialogues 
that imply a critical sense. It calls on curiosity and a sensibility of 
the strange, the monstrous, the wonderful, the margins, the science  
fiction, the radicality.

 

CONCRETELY, THIS SPACE-TIME IS A COMPOSITION MADE OF:
      EXHIBITIONS   —
         CONCERTS   —
        CONFERENCES   —
        MEETINGS WITH ARTISTS, AUTHORS   —
      FILMS PROJECTION   —
 SHARED MEALS   —
        MULTIPLE EXCHANGE TIMES   —

    ONLINE CONTENT PROPOSALS   —
  TO AND FROM “REAL” AND “VIRTUAL”   —

TO AND FROM DOCUMENTED WORLDS AND SPECULATIVE FICTIONS  
    —
  FRANK TALKS   —
      DEBATES   ...
 

In 2022, the Multiple World·s meeting is constructed from a work 
selection from the artists residence deployed in Europe thanks to 
a sprawling program: EMAP - European Media Art Platform  2 . It is  
enriched from a network of relationships built with other artists, au-
thors, and collective creations.

  New senses emerge. 

   What follows takes us there. 

1 ¬ The title Multiple World·s is borrowed from Don Foresta, author of the book Multiple Worlds written in 
1986-1987 and published in 1991 (creation year of Bandits-Mages) by B.S. The book develops its theories 
on the relation between art and science, the art of recent technologies, the role of the artist as researcher.

2 ¬ The European platform of media arts (EMAP), initiated by Werkleitz and co-financed by Creative Europe 
is a consortium of leading fifteen European structures in the field of Media Arts, specialized in digital and 
mediatic art, the bio-art or again robotic art. The consortium includes several distinguished festivals dealing 
with interdisciplinary art forms. Through an open call, EMAP members propose two months residences 
to the practitioners. EMAP also acts as a shared space permitting to the partners to discover artists and 
works. Besides production support for the artists, EMAP provides an international platform to promote and 
circulate the Media artists work. To be discovered on emare.eu.
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THE EXHIBITIONSIN THE  
PHYSICAL
SPACE

IN A  
SEMI-PHYSICAL / 
SEMI-VIRTUAL  
SPACE

WITHIN THE  
VIRTUAL 
SPACE

Kin(d)  
Relations
COLLECTIVE EXHIBITION
From November 5 to December 30, 2022
Vernissage on Saturday, November 5 at 18:18
ANTRE PEAUX: TRANSPALETTE

FOCUS  homo
photosyntheticus
BY MAYA MINDER AND EWEN CHARDRONNET
From November 19 to December 4, 2022
Vernissage on Saturday, November 19 at 18:18
ANTRE PEAUX: HAÏDOUC
 

Langue  
des bois
BY KARINE BONNEVAL AND SHOÏ
From November 19 to 20, 2022
ANTRE PEAUX: HOULOCÈNE

JEU DE    
 MONDES  
2.0
COLLECTIVE EXHIBITION
From November 17 to January 15, 2023
Vernissage on Thursday, November 17 at 18:18
BEYOND THE WALLS: CHÂTEAU D’EAU - CHÂTEAU D’ART

Cathedral 
 
BY NELSON BOURREC CARTER
From November 19 to 20, 2022
ANTRE PEAUX: VIRTUAL WORLD / TRANSPALETTE

The Room of The 
Tweets
VIRTUAL WORK OF THE NEW AGRICULTURAL MINISTRY
From November 19 to December 4, 2022
ANTRE PEAUX: VIRTUAL WORLD
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KIN(D) RELATIONS
COLLECTIVE EXHIBITION

A JULIE CRENN PROPOSAL,  
STARTING FROM THE  
GROUP SHOW 2022 EMAP COMPOSITION
EMARE.EU

ARTISTS
/ ARTISTS FROM THE EMAP 2022 RESIDENCE  / 
STEFANIE SCHROEDER & JULIANE 
JASCHNOW  |  PAULA KAORI NISHIJIMA  |   
CHARLOTTE JARVIS

/ ARTISTS FROM THE PRECEDING EMAP 
RESIDENCE / MARGHERITA PEVERE  |   
KAT AUSTEN  |   LILIANA ZEIC  |  UH513  
(MARÍA CASTELLANOS & ALBERTO VALVERDE)

/ GUESTS ARTISTS / CÉCILE BEAU  |  ANNABEL 
GUÉRÉDRAT  |  JOSÈFA NTJAM  |  LAËTITIA 
BOURGET  |  SHU LEA CHEANG
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 In the occidental thought history, humans think of themselves at the top of 

the living organization as a species superior to the others, even as a species existing 

outside nature. The dualism made between nature and culture carved up separating 

furrows between the inhabitants of the earth. The term “nature” is, for far too long, 

a modern occidental thought that places humans in a position exterior to the living. 

“Nature”, as a concept, is a territory to exploit, to destroy, to remodel, to colonize, 

to dominate for the enrichment of the most powerful. This territory is reduced to 

a resource. Opposed to that of “culture” the nature concept authorizes the destruc-

tion, the control, the power, and the hierarchised organization of the living. Thus, 

the individuals minorised by the hetero patriarchy have been relegated to the nature 

territory. They have been separated from humanity by means of subpoena in order 

to be exploited, violated, kept quiet, objectified, invisibilised in the same manner 

as the animals, the plants, the ground, or the oceans. “Little by little, the huge evi-

dence has [...] appeared to me that a society which defined its dignity as opposed 

to a nature indicates that it could but generate ruin and disaster around it. The idea 

that the universe is dead (made of matter, without life or mind) is a major pillar of 

modern science, its authority, and its very existence. The idea of a living universe 

would impose besides a lot of ethic limits to its exploration; we do not do the autopsy 

of a living being. [...] This idea of nature as a dead universe makes the Occident an 

anthropological curiosity.” 3 

Deborah Bird Rose (anthropologist) adds to this: “The Nature/culture dualism oc-

cupies a privileged place. Culture designates human beings whereas nature refers 

to the rest of the non-human living. Widening the gap, the human transcends and 

dominates all that is different from it, and the separation is especially critical that 

the animals are the creatures most close to us, by their faces, their forms, and their 

attitudes.” 4  They have made tools, dogmas, religions and sciences to legitimate what 

Val Plumwood (eco-feminist philosopher) calls the “hyper-separations” between li-

ving beings, visible and invisible. These hyper-separations contribute to a binary 

thought, anthropo-centered and destructive. Since the years 1960 until today, the 

ecological, eco-feminist, post-colonial, decolonial, queer or eco-sexual opinions 

propose joyful and urgent alternatives to this monolith thought. Thoughts that reac-

tivate the poetic / political charge of what nature is: “that is born, that grows, that 

creates”. 5  Thus, at the anthropocene, we have made the choice to the Chthulucene 

(Donna Haraway) and its concept of natureculture. The human, “which is literally 

the humus, the earthy”, is not separated from the living. 6  Then, the act is to link, to 

think the relationships (Édouard Glissant) that exist between us all. Of enlianating 

us (Dénètem Touam Bona) to feel and live these profound links that constitute us and 

that transform us permanently. To think of the living as a super-organism that has 

been made in an extremely long time and where all bodies affect one another.

Kin(d) Relations. The title of the exhibition articulates the notion of kin (kinship) 

developed by Donna Haraway and the thought of the Relationship by Édouard 

Glissant. Kin(d) Relations is this way thought as a poly-ecosystem where human and 

non-human bodies affect themselves mutually (Deborah Bird Rose). Through the ex-

perience of the works, the exhibition expresses the manners in which we affect all, 

the interdependencies, the rhizomes, and the symbiosis of our visible and invisible 

existences. “The rhizome notion would be what I call the poetry of the Relationship, 

according to which all identity extends in a link to the Other. [...] It is as well that the 

poetry of the Relationship is never conjectural and does suppose no ideology fixity. 

It contradicts the comfortable insurances linked to the supposed excellence of a lan-

guage. Latent poetry, open, multilingual of intention, in touch with all the possible. 

The theoretician thought, concerning the fundamental and the foundation, which it 

connects to the truth, is evasive in front of these uncertain paths.” 7  

3 ¬ LANASPEZE, Baptiste.  Nature. Paris : Anamosa, 2022, p.11-12.
4 ¬ BIRD ROSE, Deborah. Le rêve du chien sauvage. Paris : La Découverte - Les Empêcheurs de penser en rond (2011) 2020, p.80.

5 ¬ LANASPEZE (2022).
6 ¬ Id.
7 ¬ GLISSANT, Edouard. Poétique de la Relation. Paris : Gallimard, 1990, p.23 & 44.
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Kin(d) Relations manifests an attention culture, where humans are considered neither 

at the centre nor at the top of a system. They act within their habitat as well as all 

other species and entities. It’s not a matter of talking about cohabitation, but about 

coexistence of a terrestrial community animated by multiple realities.

Archipelagos – rhizomes – tentacles – kinship – partner species – allied / These 

notions, as poetical than political, upset the dogmas that structure the occidental 

thoughts. They invite us to “rethink what it means to accompany, protect, to be in 

danger, what is to live, not only what is “life”, but what is vulnerability, to live and 

to die, take certain types of risks to be in the company of or for certain modes of life 

rather than others. [...] A partner species is not synonym of good or harmony. It is not 

synonym of anything. It is an interrogation; it is a provocation to the response-habi-

lity and even more to the response capacity. To become endangered with. Thereby, in 

this sense, to affirm the relationality of the partner species is not a position traditio-

nally human, even though it involves the human capacities. I think that the relationa-

lity of the partner species is not anti-human, but it is not conventionally humanistic 

in the sense where the human beings would be the source of a response or value.” 8 

The works presented at the Transpalette generate interlacing, enlianating, meetings, 

interdependencies (between works, proposals, but also between visitors), symbiosis 

alliances, real and speculative kinship situations. From a bacterium to the earth’s 

crust, going through odours, oceans, gases, cells, frequencies, hormones, or even 

light sources, it is the whole of the living that is thought and lived as a porous com-

munity, empathetic, protector, wanting, affective, more than a human thought of an 

eco-feminist nature, intersectional, queer and decolonial. A terrestrial community 

that, beyond the tangible realities, the artists explore to propose projections, fictions 

as well fed by a narrative speculation (Ursula Le Guin) which is not a simple literary 

tool, but a manner of making possibles. A collective and exhilarating thought that 

leads us to push printed limits that surround and constrain our fantasies. A thought 

fed of unexpected, unpredictable, and necessary relationships. It is thus that the link 

to the new technologies and to the sciences becomes the fertile ground of illimited 

and multiple worlds. In this sense, the intertwining’s between the organic and the 

technological generate openings cheerfully surprising within the real. They cause 

new realities within which it is permitted to experiment invisible and infinite dimen-

sions that Glissant names the totality, this immense community of the livings with 

which we have to learn to reconcile ourselves.

_

Julie Crenn

8 ¬ DOLPHIJN, Rick. “Interview - Donna Haraway - Staying with the trouble” in Yes naturally. Rotterdam, Niet Normaal Foundation, 
2013, p.109.
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MamiSargassa
ANNABEL GUÉRÉDRAT, MAMISARGASSA, 2021, VIDEO, 13 MIN, COURTESY OF THE ARTIST

Piled up on the sand, floating in the sea, by packets, the gulfweed 
develops massively in the open sea. It forms for more than ten years 
a toxic continent in the Antilles. Sargassum natans or Sargassum 
fluitans, it is originated in the Brasilian offshore, in the waters of 
the Amazon. Its invasive growth is in a great part due to the defores-
tation and by extension to the destruction of the mangrove. The gu-
lfweed is one of their symptoms. It runs aground, between others on 
the Martinican coastline. The invasive stocks poisons that it releases 
inexorably. It rots and dries up. At the time of its metamorphosis, 
the seaweed releases hydrogen sulphide, toxic gases loaded with 
chlordecone and heavy metals.

Performing artist and sorceress, Annabel Guérédrat is conscious of 
the history, political, economic, social, and ecological realities of 
this invasion. Since 2017, she constructs the project Ensargasse-moi 
that deploys as performances thought as rituals of infatuated conta-
mination: toxic intertwining’s, implantation in and with the fresh gu-
lfweed. Ensargasse-moi advocates the care, the affection and mutual 
transmutation. Annabel Guérédrat reappropriates the powers and 
the knowledges of the sorceresses that have been stifled and silenced 
by the colonizer and patriarchal powers.

Aoriste
CÉCILE BEAU, AORISTE, VOLCANIC ROCK, SONOROUS DEVICE, 25 × 47 CM, COURTESY OF 
THE ARTIST

A basaltic rock is placed on the ground, mosses develop on it. It 
seems that this volcanic colonized stone breathes. We hear a sno-
ring, gruntings. The body of the mineral is hollowed out to contain a 
sonorous device diffusing a double sound, the first coming from the 
depth of the earth, from an earthquake, the second letting filter the 
grunting breathing of a panther. These sounds harmonise to produce 
a kind of telluric purring. Dissociated, the vegetal, mineral, and ani-
mal kingdoms fuse here to generate a crossbreed being.

Érosion
CÉCILE BEAU, ÉROSION, 2015, CERAMICS, SONOROUS DEVICE. SONOROUS COMPOSITION 
GIL SAVOY,20 MIN , EACH ONE  50 × 90 × 20 CM , COURTESY OF THE ARTIST

Érosion is a cavity hollowed out in a wall, a mini cave from which 
a sound escape. The ear coming closer, we hear the fluctuations of 
an air blast that seems to be coming from the depths. The interior 
and the exterior meet in a same place, in the manner of different 
temporalities – geological, vegetal and of the look – creating by their 
coexistence a “mythological” time.

ANNABEL GUÉRÉDRAT

HTTPS:// matrimoine.art/bio/annabel-gueredrat/ 

Dancing choreographer, performer, 
researcher and “bruja”, Annabel 
Guérédrat is also practicing Body-
Mind Centering, corporeal practice 
that permit her to write organic 
feminist performances (eco/afro) 
where the organic feminist and the 
intimate and the political are more 
and more linked.

CÉCILE BEAU

HTTPS:// www.cecilebeau.com/

Composed of installations where 
the sound, the image and the object 
have close and multiple links, the 
work of Cécile Beau is interested 
in the too slow, too distant, or too 
discreet phenomena for the human 
scale of time. She constructs a 
minimal and sensory work that 
seizes nature and cosmos as a 
study and contemplation object. 
The artist displaces time and space 
proposes intermediary territories, 
always strange divides, stripped of 
any human presence. She involves 
plants and mineral that she mixes 
to illusionist machines to create 
specific physical phenomena. They 
see themselves “activated” in 
ecosystems taking the form of a 
poetry landscape, often austere and 
enigmatic, that Cécile Beau fuses 
in strange hybrids, navigating in 
another space-time. So, far from 
proposing preestablished scenario, 
providing food for thoughts where 
the spectator can lose themselves 
at leisure.
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In Posse - A mission to make 
‘female’ semen
CHARLOTTE JARVIS, IN POSSE : ‘FEMALE’ SEMEN AND OTHER ACTS OF RESISTANCE, 
2018, INSTALLATION, VIDEO, POLAROIDS, SKETCHES NOTEBOOKS, PAINTINGS, 
DOCUMENTS, FEMALE SPERM, VARIABLE DIMENSIONS, COURTESY OF THE ARTIST
In collaboration with the teacher Susana Chuva de Sousa Lopes, Kapelica Gallery / 
Kersnikova Institute and MU Hybrid Art House Eindhoven

Throughout history, the sperm has been venerated as a magical subs-
tance, a literal and symbolic totem of power. The In Posse project 
aims to write again this cultural tale, to use art and science to perturb 
the patriarchy in a collaborative way making sperm from “female” 
cells. The project is developed in three parts. First, In Posse start 
doing a trip to produce spermatozoon (sperm cells) from Charlotte 
Jarvis body, in collaboration with the teacher Susana Chuva de Sousa 
Lopes. At the same time, a female form of seminal plasma (the liquid 
part of sperm) is developed from material given by women, trans and 
non-binary persons. Lastly, the female sperm is used in a series of 
reconstitutions of the ancient Greek celebration, the Thesmophoria, 
reserved for women.

Dislocations
JOSÈFA  NTJAM, DISLOCATIONS, 2022, VIDEO, 17 MIN, COURTESY OF THE ARTIST

Dislocations is a film realized by Josèfa Ntjam. In this short film, 
the spectators are invited to follow Persona, the avatar of the artist. 
They go on with their initiatory journey from the internet(s) spaces 
until a rocky and soft cave, at the same time underwater and inters-
tellar, floating in space among a constellation of shellfish and fossils 
looking like asteroids. Josèfa Ntjam uses this place as a metaphor 
for revolt and dissension spaces that have developed in the margin 
of the lights. Persona is trying also to find again lost memories of 
the independence struggles of Cameroun. The cave walls and drops 
evoke a window on archives that merge with Persona, of whom the 
humanoid envelope has disappeared. He/she loses his/her body in a 
puddle that still wears the prints and memories preserved by water.

CHARLOTTE JARVIS / 
PATRICIA SARAGÜETA / THE 
TEACHER SUSANA CHUVA 
DE SOUSA LOPES 
(CHUVA GROUP)

Charlotte Jarvis works in the 
intersection of art and science. She 
recorded music on DNA, has seen 
her heart beats outside her body 
and make currently the first “female 
sperm” in the world. She is currently 
a lecturer at the Royal College of Art.
_

In residence at Ars Electronica (AU)
HTTPS:// https://emare.eu/artists/charlotte-

jarvis-in-collaboration-with-dr-patricia-

saragueta-prof-susana-chuva-de-sousa-

lopes

Patricia Saragüeta has a degree and 
a doctorate in chemistry. She is a 
researcher at the CONICET and teaches 
in the physiology and molecular and 
cellular biology department in the 
school of exact and natural sciences 
of the University of Buenos Aires (UBA). 
Interested by genomics, she works at 
the confluence of art and science, in 
her work as at the institutional level. 

JOSÈFA  NTJAM

HTTPS:// ntjamjosefa.com/

Josèfa Ntjam is an artist, a 
performer, and an author. Her 
practice combines sculpture, 
photomontage, film, and sound. 
Obtaining the raw material of her 
work on the internet, the natural 
science books, and the photographic 
archives, Josèfa Ntjam uses the 
assembly – of images, words, 
sounds and history – as a method 
to deconstruct the great tales 
that underpin the hegemonic 
discourses on the origin, the 
identity, and the race. Her work 
weaves multiple tales pulled 
from investigations on historical 
events, scientific functions, and 
philosophical concepts, to which she 
compares references to the African 
mythology, to the ancestral rituals, 
to the religious symbolism, and to 
science-fiction.Susana Chuva de Sousa Lopes has a doctorate of the University of Utrecht 

(Hubrecht Institute). For the last five years, her group in the medical centre of 
the University of Leiden has concentrated on the study of the development 
trajectories of organs and human tissue, in particular the urogenital system. The 
Chuva group is one of the first to combine the single-celled transcriptomics with 
the human exome sequencing. 

HTTPS:// cjarvis.com/
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Palaeoplasticene
KAT AUSTEN, PALAEOPLASTICENE, 2022, MIXED TECHNIQUE: SOUND, SCULPTURE, 
IRONWORK, GLASS, MICROPLASTIC, CRYSTAL, ACRYLIC, WOOD, STONE, 160 CM 
HEIGHT × 50 CM DIAMETER
In collaboration with avec Indrė Žliobaitė, Laurence Gill, Michał Michałczak et Kamila Mróz

Palaeoplasticene addresses the breakdown of plastic in the envi-
ronment by engaging with a speculative past where plastic-based 
fungi evolved naturally, introducing plastic to the ecosystem in pre- 
human history. This fictional past invites the visitor to realize the 
longevity of the material and to engage with the implications for our  
current and future ecosystems. Designed to be durable and unreac-
tive, plastic outlasts its surrounding flora and fauna. Yet ecosystems 
are already adapting to this new materiality with microorganisms 
evolving to feed on plastic, and plants being shown to take microplas-
tics into tissue. Based on a series of artistic research experiments 
to encounter the enduring nature of plastic, which are documented 
online, the Palaeoplasticene sculpture invites visitors to engage 
with the longevity of plastic and the implications for our current and  
future ecosystems by reconfiguring our understanding of its  
presence over time.

Cercles de guérison
LAËTITIA BOURGET, HEALING CIRCLES (CERCLES DE GUÉRISON), 2022, PLANT PIGMENTS 
AND MENSTRUAL BLOOD, 2 × (120 × 82 CM ) ET, 3 × (85 × 120 CM )

Laëtitia Bourget thinks in a fusional manner with the living, with the 
place in which she daily acts and learn. She observes, listens, tastes, 
touches, gathers, and give thanks to the living for its teachings. The 
“Circles of Healing” are inscribed in the powerful history of the 
sorceresses: Women gather to initiate a communion state, not only 
between themselves but also in the place they have chosen; the circle 
they form dissolves hierarchies and authorizes the call to the “power 
of within” (Starhawk), to the individual and collective strengths.
With a group of women, Laëtitia Bourget has experimented a sha-
manic ceremony, during which each of them has participated to the 
healing of all, thanks to their own knowledge and medicinal prac-
tices. The group forms a sharing, caring, healing, attention, and 
kindness circle. Following the ceremony, the artist realizes paintings 
with vegetal pigments and menstrual blood. Through these “migra-
tory hatchings”, that translate vibrations, energies and emotions 
experienced in the midst of this moment as intimate as it is politi-
cal, Laetitia Bourget achieves, through plasticity (paintings, video, 
weaving or embroidery), to transmit her eco-feminist commitments.

Se laisser enseigner - la rivière 
LAËTITIA BOURGET, SE LAISSE ENSEIGNER #RIVIÈRE, 2022, VIDEO 16:9, 7 MIN 43 SEC, 
COURTESY OF THE ARTIST

To live near the water, follow its course, be permeated by it, every 
day. To be regenerated by it, receive its gifts, make offerings to it, 
salute it, always.

LAËTITIA BOURGET

HTTPS:// www.laetitiabourget.org/

Laëtitia Bourget is a polyvalent 
plastic artist, works on living 
materials since the end of the 1990 
years and, for a decade, the plants 
potential. Her plastic research takes 
forms of a great diversity with the 
aim of exploring infinite cycles and 
metamorphosis of the living.

KAT AUSTEN

HTTPS:// www.katausten.com/

In her artistic practice, Kat Austen 
concentrates on environmental 
questions. She mixes disciplines 
and medias, creating sculptural 
installations and new medias, 
performances, and participative 
works. The practice of Kat Austen 
is based on research and extensive 
theories motivated by the will to 
explore the means of evolving to a 
future more just on the social and 
environmental plans. 
_
In residence at WRO Art Center (PL)
HTTPS:// emare.eu/artists/kat-austen
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Apples Grow on Oaks
LILIANA ZEIC, APPLES GROW ON OAKS, 2021, FILM OF THERMAL TRANSFER ON FABRIC, 
330 × 140 CM  AND OBJECT (PASTURE HAY, STINGING NETTLE FIBRE ROPE, PINS, A 
DIBOND), 115 × 61 × 4 CM, COURTESY OF THE ARTIST

Apples Grow on Oaks is an attempt to create a visual symbol of the 
queer body as a non-normative subject submitted to a permanent 
trauma. The key words that surround the graphic element directly 
relate to the experience of the trauma treatments by non-normative 
sexual practices or BDSM. The symbol wants to appear as a hybrid 
of meristems – vegetal construction material that permit the growth 
and the division – and of galls – vegetal materials transformed and 
controlled by non-plant that make them their own micro-habitat. 
These growths are called after the Latin galla (oak apple) or cecidia 
and after the Greek kikidion which signify all that gushes. The reality 
presented in this poem may be considered as a utopia, a metaphor, 
a state impossible to achieve. According to the principles governing 
the therapy, traumas may be treated only by people who are already 
secure. What to do then for those to whom the world offer no base 
of security?

Meristems
LILIANA ZEIC, MERISTEMS, 2022, INTARSIA: MAPLE BURR VENEER, MDF PANEL, SHELLAC 
VARNISH, STEEL FRAME, VARIABLE DIMENSIONS, COURTESY OF THE ARTIST ( × 5)

Les méristèmes, the plant-building tissues are where cell division 
takes place. It is there that galls can form. Certain insects create them 
as their microhabitats, seizing plant tissue in a way and controlling it. 
The galls become both a habitat and a food source for the insect, and 
can also provide it with physical protection against predators.

Strong Sisters Told The Brothers
LILIANA ZEIC, STRONG SISTERS TOLD THE BROTHERS,  2019, VIDEO, 30 MIN, COURTESY  
OF THE ARTIST

Strong Sisters Told The Brothers is a poetical manifest alluding to the 
lesbians and queer statements of the Radicallesbians (The Woman 
Identified Woman, 1970), The Lesbian Avengers (Dyke Manifesto, 
1992) et Queer Nation (The Queer Nation Manifesto, 1990).
Translated and modified by Liliana Zeic, it constitutes a collage im-
mersing experiences that are articulated in the contemporary Polish 
reality. Showing how functions the heterosexual privilege, the artist 
encourages the public to reflect on her own proposal in this world of 
patriarchy domination and heterosexual norms. The work created is 
also a call to compassion, solidarity, and attention to the others.

Benefits of BDSM for Trauma 
Survivors
LILIANA ZEIC, BENEFITS OF BDSM FOR TRAUMA SURVIVORS,  2022, INTARSIA: POPLAR 
BURR VENEER POPLAR BURR VENEER, MDF PANEL, SHELLAC VARNISH, STEEL FRAME, 
VARIABLE DIMENSIONS, COURTESY OF THE ARTIST ( × 2)

Benefits of BDSM for Trauma Survivors forms a series of works in 
which Liliana Zeic explores the BDSM techniques as a corporal mo-
dality for trauma treatments and the post- traumatic stress disorder. 
The artist makes good use of the intarsia made from bramble, a 
wood material commonly used, owing to its decorative qualities in 
the making of furniture. In a general way, the bramble is the result 
of a vegetal illness: the trunk inflates, and growths form on the tree, 
to then develop other callosities and bulges. Consequently, the grain 
and the structure of the rings are considerably modified.

LILIANA ZEIC

HTTPS:// lilianapiskorska.com/en/ 

Liliana Zeic (Piskorska), born on 
1988, is a visual artist and activist. 
In 2011, she studies in the University 
of Warsaw and in 2017, she finished 
there her doctorate studies at the 
Fine-Arts faculty. In her artistic 
practice, she analyses the social 
questions from a point of view 
feminist-queer, handles subjects 
such as the queerness or the 
non-heteronormativity and relies 
on her experiences lived in Central 
and Oriental Europe. Her work, based 
on video, photography, the object, 
and the text, creates intermedia and 
performing projects structures by 
the research.
_
In residence at IMPAKT (NL)
HTTPS:// emare.eu/artists/liliana-piskorska-zeic 
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WOMBS 3.0
MARGHERITA PEVERE, WOMBS W.03, 2019, SERIES OF 6 PHOTOGRAPHS UNDER 
PLEXIGLASS, 37 × 24,6 CM EACH PHOTOGRAPHS BY SANJIN KASTELAN

This project reasserts the importance of contraception and hormonal 
therapy. The sexual steroids contained in the hormone contraceptives 
modulate the human sexual organs to prevent pregnancy. However, 
these same molecules can trigger the endocrine system of other  
organisms. On this basis, Wombs asks how the contraceptive with a 
base of progestogen that the artist takes, can link her body to others, 
more than human. Claiming the vulnerability and the toxic incarna-
tion, Wombs urges to rethink in a critical way the discourse on sexua-
lity and contraception as an experience exclusively human, closed 
in her own body. In W.02 and W.03, the slugs are hermaphrodite  
allies of the exploration of interior and exterior of the carnal desire. 
Science doesn’t succeed if terrestrial slugs are affected by mammal 
sexual steroids. Different species show elaborate mating behaviours, 
such as suspend choreographies or throw love darts in the body 
of the partner. In the photo series W.03, a slug called Branko is a  
hermaphrodite ally in the exploration of a possible hormonal links. 
In the performance, the artist is lying down on the ground while 
Branko slips on her back un a silent game of mucus, skin texture, 
bones, cavities.

Original sketch
MARGHERITA PEVERE, ORIGINAL SKETCH, 2018, PENCIL ON INKJET IMPRESSION, 27 × 1 
8 CM COURTESY OF THE ARTIST

The exhibited sketch belongs to a series of drawing that Margherita 
Pevere created while developing Wombs. It features a picture of 
W.01, the first instance of Wombs, edited with a photo editor sof-
tware and printed with an inkjet printer. Margherita worked on the 
print with white pencils in a way that evokes the representation of 
anatomical parts in religious devotional objects (called “ex-voto” in 
Christian religion). The aesthetics of the drawing interweaves devo-
tion and desire, sacrality and taboos, and anticipates thus features 
that will characterize all the instances of Wombs. 

Glassware 
MARGHERITA PEVERE, GLASSWARE, 2019, BROSOLICATE GLASS, 3 × 8 × 5 CM EACH, 
COURTESY OF THE ARTIST, GLASS WORK BY IVANKA PAŠALIĆ

In the installation W.02, the displayed glassware objects were rea-
lized to host two types of living cells: one extracted from the artist’s 
body and another from slugs.
The objects present a poetical take onto borosilicate glassware, a 
fundamental component of the equipment of a biological laboratory 
even in times when single-use plastic items have become ubiquitous. 
Borosilicate glass is uniquely sturdy and resistant to high tempera-
ture, hence apt for heavy duty use and sterilization. Gestures like 
inoculating a culture of cell or micro-organisms, replacing media, 
or killing cultures may be seen as ways of taking care of life that 
challenge the repro-sexual understanding of gestation. Glassware 
and other technical equipment in the biolab sometimes remind of the 
shape of organs or sometimes simulate their specialized function– 
bladders, kidneys, hearts, lungs.
The plural form of the title Wombs exceeds the physical organ and 
imagines a space of possibility, always multiple, that transgresses 
normative ideas of life and companionship.
The displayed glassware is vintage glassware that was distorted by 
the artist in collaboration with flame worker Ivanka Pašalić of the 
Association Staklenj svjiet.

MARGHERITA PEVERE

HTTPS:// www.margheritapevere.com/

Margherita Pevere works in the  
field of bioart and performance, 
under an irresistible visceral 
signature. Her striking creations 
track the contemporary growing 
ecological complexity and the ways 
the incarnation and environment are 
still entangled. Her hybrid research, 
the biolab practice, the ecology, the 
studies on gender and death are 
crossed by an attitude of hacker. 
She finishes a doctorate in artistic 
research on bioart and the queer 
theories.
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9 ¬ “Always look for the molecular or even the sub-molecular particle with which we ally ourselves.  We 
evolve and we die of our polymorphic and rhizomatic flues, more than of our lineage illnesses or that are 
themselves their lineage. The rhizome is an anti-genealogy”.
Gilles Deleuze. Mille plateaux, 1980.

The anti-genealogy of particles
PAULA KAORI NISHIJIMA, THE ANTI-GENEALOGY OF PARTICLES, 2022, SERIE OF  
5 DIGITAL PHOTOGRAPHS, 50 × 70 CM

Paula Nishijima is interested by the mundane nature and yet in  
expansion of the potatoes. Their fleshy tuber shows knots – also 
called “eyes” – from which spring new shoots and roots. These eyes 
become then portals for new histories and definitions. Their growth 
multidimensional bodies carry in them the potential of different  
universes. The artist likes blue potatoes because they come from the 
sky and not from the earth.
In the series The anti-genealogy of particles, very inspired by Gilles 
Deleuze 9 , the potatoes are not defined by their own nature but by 
their potential to “become blue”. Their anti-natural colour claims the 
right to diffuse particles that are not those we have inherited, but 
those that we have modified.

Games of Swarms
PAULA KAORI NISHIJIMA, LIFE LIVED ALONG LINES – GAME OF SWARMS I,  2019, VIDEO, 
30 MIN 30 SEC, COURTESY OF THE ARTIST

Game of Swarms explores the way the living organisms work to-
gether without any central control to adapt to the changing condi-
tions. Based on auto-organization and swarm intelligence theories 
– common to the collective behaviour of natural or artificial decen-
tralized systems –, the work of Paula Nishijima is materialized by 
an audio-visual piece and a cooperative game which guide the parti-
cipants towards new relationship forms more based on cooperation 
than competition. The rules of the game are co-created through a 
series of workshops open to the public. With a biologist team from 
three different research centres, the artist concentrates on the col-
lective behaviour of the ants, bees and of a viscous mold, Physarum 
Polycephalum, a protist with a rhizomatic form without brain, provi-
ded with a great learning capacity and complex problems resolution. 
She is interested by the study of these organisms because they pre-
sent efficient systems that survive without control or hierarchy, but 
by the cooperation between the parties, calling into question the old 
principle of “the law of the strongest”.

PAULA KAORI 
NISHIJIMA
HTTPS:// paulanishijima.com/

“I am a visual artist whose 
practice, centered on research, 
is deployed at the intersection 
of the life science, technologies, 
and participative social practices. 
The relation between individual 
and collective motivations is at 
the core of my artistic practice, 
through which I explore how new 
sense, values and ethics are (co-)
created by participative and 
collaborative processes. I search 
to explore individual identities as 
historical heritage of the social 
and cultural human constructions, 
encouraging their reassessment 
and the collective construction of 
new mode of relation to the world. I 
consider art as a means to provide 
the incarnate experience that is 
missing to the theory itself and help 
to report on new significations that 
emerge alongside to our society 
technologically mediatised. [...] ”
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[ˈdʊŋkl̩ˌdɔɪ̯ʧlant]
STEFANIE SCHROEDER & JULIANE JASCHNOW, [ˈdʊŋkl̩ˌdɔɪ̯ʧlant], 2015, HD/DCP, 
COLOR, 16:9, 13 MIN, COURTESY OF THE ARTIST

A stroll in a ghost train takes place through the ancient industrial  
region of East Germany around Halle/Bitterfeld that tries to get rid of 
its bad reputation: the chimneys and plants disappear, wellness centres 
appear, sheep graze under solar panels. The recent past is stocked 
near the new surface. The filmmakers born at Dunkeldeutschland, 
stumbling subjective camera, try to find the good distance. Their 
journey start in the ancient film plant ORWO at Wolfen where the  
employees used to work in total darkness. The film transports the  
public inside this place to a sensorial journey towards initially 
unknown spaces that progressively shut up a belonging region. It 
presents surprisingly the integration of socialist Germany – ironically 
called by the Occident the Dark Germany – and the definition of a new 
perimeter. The darkness and other hidden sensation of the places drop 
the public in constant territory discoveries, associated with opening 
and closing feelings, distance evaluation, and study of new measures. 
The film superposes past and future in sensation layers that oscillate 
between disappearance and invention of a place.

STEFANIE SCHROEDER

HTTPS:// schroederstefanie.de

Stefanie Schroeder is an artist who 
works primarily in photography 
and films. She tries to combine 
a documentary approach with 
strategies coming from the 
conceptual art and performance, 
including often autobiographical 
aspects. The social usages of 
photography and video, the work 
and its images, the landscape 
transformation processes (mental) 
are some of her main centres of 
interest. She studied art history and 
artistic education at the University 
of Greifswald and photography and 
mediatic art at the HGB of Leipzig. 
She is a former student of PMMC 
Masterclass and PMMC Lab of 
Werkleitz e.V. Halle and member 
of the artist collective Filmische 
Initiative Leipzig FILZ. She currently 
participates to the pilot program for 
the experimental film of MDM.

JULIANE JASCHNOW

HTTPS:// julianejaschnow.de/

Juliane Jaschnow is a filmmaker 
and an artist. Her work is about 
collective tales and the memory 
processes, their identity creating 
dimension and the role of political 
practices of the image. She studied 
visual arts specializing in enlarged 
cinema and photography at the 
Leipzig Visual Arts Academy. She is a 
graduate of the Professional Media 
Master Class (PMMC) for artistic 
documentary films and of the PMMC 
Lab of the Werkleitz Center for Media 
Arts. Her work has been presented 
in international festivals and 
exhibitions such as transmediale 
Berlin, Deichtorhallen Hamburg, 
National Gallery Prague, DOK Leipzig, 
steirischer Herbst Graz. She is a 
member of the film initiative FILZ of 
Leipzig. _

In residence at Antre Peaux (FR) for their project Endlager, 
Juliane Jaschnow and Stefanie Schroeder are invited to 
present in the exhibition their film [ˈdʊŋkl̩ˌdɔɪ̯ʧlant].
HTTPS:// https://emare.eu/works/endlager-final-repository-working-title
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Beyond human perception
UH513 (MARÍA CASTELLANOS & ALBERTO VALVERDE), BEYOND HUMAN PERCEPTION, 
2020, SYNCHRONIZED HD VIDEOS, 16:9, 32 MIN 54 SEC,  PLANT SENSOR, ENERGY SOURCE 
AND ACRYLIC STRUCTURE, SCREEN WITH ACRYLIC STRUCTURE, 100 X 100 CM, COURTESY 
OF THE ARTISTS
Work realized within the frame of the program EMARE (European Media Art Platforms) at 
KONTEJNER | Bureau of Contemporary Art Praxis with the support of the cultural program 
Creative Europe of the European Union

This video installation permits to the public to visualize and com-
pare the reactions of humans and plants to a common stimulus: live  
music. It erases the communication and understanding borders 
between two living beings and highlight the immediate reactions 
of the plants to the changes surrounding them. The installation is 
the result of several sessions during which the cerebral activity of 
the humans has been measured with the help of waves registered by 
EEG at the same time that electrical oscillations that take pace in 
the plants, evaluated thanks to a sensor developed by the artists that 
detects immediate changes in the plants. 
Because of the use of mathematics and Fourier’s rapid transforma-
tion, the data of humans and plants can be compared and posted 
thanks to an algorithm developed by the artists, and that enables 
the public to see them in the form of small spheres that move in the  
geometrical of the torus. The graphic representation can simul-
taneously be seen in a video enabling the public to find models  
comparing reactions of two living beings to live music. The instal-
lation is composed of two synchronized videos opposite each other:  
the first with the concert for the plants and the humans and the second 
with the visualization during the performance of the reactions of the 
two living beings.

U.K.I - VIRUS BECOMING
SHU LEA CHEANG, VIRUS BECOMING, 2022, EXPERIMENTAL TEASER, VIDEO HD, 10 MIN 
Conception and animation 3D of the avatar - Roland Lauth, Construction 3D from 
Etrashville – Mathieu Marguerin, Music - Atau Tanaka, Oscar Martin,
Realized with Labomedia/Kareron within the frame of an artist residence at Antre Peaux 
with the support of the Création Arts Visuel régional du Centre-Val de Loire

REIKO is a replicant IKU coder.
GENOM Co. owns REIKO.
REIKO is dispatched to the human world to collect orgasm data.
Full hard drive of orgasm data downloaded, REIKO is deemed redundant.
REIKO is dumped as a piece of E-trash by GENOM Co.
 
REIKO lies horizontally amidst the AC charger, fans, motherboards, 
CPBs……. .
REIKO attempts to get up, but the body is glitched.
She can barely keep the body aligned in shape.
 
Water drops are sprayed abruptly onto REIKO’s face.
REIKO’s face appears as water flow.
REIKO’s clear water face reflects VARIUS’ pockmarked face in black and 
white.
REIKO’s body is taking new shape, blobs pumping gently like bread dough 
rising.
ALBA stretches their tentacles and wraps REIKO’s ever-forming dough body.
SKETCH approaches REIKO to add a few charcoal strokes for a body suit.

 [...]

Virus becoming.
UKI the virus is born.

SHU LEA CHEANG
HTTPS:// mauvaiscontact.info/

Shu Lea Cheang is an artist and 
filmmaker whose genre bending 
gender hacking practices challenge 
the existing operating mechanisms 
and the boundaries imposed on 
society, geography, politics, and 
economic structures.  As a net art 
pioneer, her BRANDON (1998 - 99) 
was the first web art commissioned 
and collected by New York’s 
Solomon R. Guggenheim Museum.  
From homesteading cyberspace 
in the 90s to her current retreat 
to post-netcrash BioNet zone, 
Cheang takes on viral love, bio hack 
in her current cycle of works. She 
represented Taiwan with 3×3×6,  
a mixed media installation at Venice 
Biennale 2019. She is currently at 
work on UKI, a feature length Scifi 
Viral Alt-Reality cinema.

UH513 / 
MARÍA CASTELLANOS 
& ALBERTO VALVERDE

HTTPS:// uh513.com/

María Castellanos and Alberto 
Valverde (uh513) started to work 
together in 2009. María Castellanos 
is an artist and a researcher holder 
of a doctorate in arts from the 
University of Vigo. Alberto Valverde 
is an artist and a technologist. They 
have based their joint research on 
hybridisations between cyborgs and 
wearables (clothing) as a paradigm 
for the extension of the human 
sensory capacities and the creation 
of complex systems promoting 
communication and understanding 
between humans and plants.
_
In residence at KONTEJNER (HR)
HTTPS:// https://emare.eu/artists/uh513- 

maria-castellanos-alberto-valverde
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JEU DE MONDES 2.0
COLLECTIVE AND IMMERSIVE 
EXPLORATION PLAYGROUND 
IN VIRTUAL WORLDS

ARTISTIC COORDINATION AND ORIGINAL IDEA: 
DAVID LEGRAND

ARTISTS
LÉO SALLANON  |  ÉTIENNE MÜLLER  |  
LAURIANNE ROLO  |  WOOJUNG YIM  |  
BARTOSZ STĘPNIK  |  MAËVA GUILLERY  |   
YUE SUN  |  XING XIAO ET XIYUE HU  |  CLARK 
ISA PULCHELLA  |  MATTHIEU CRIMERSMOIS 

COMPUTER SCIENCE DEVELOPMENT
LÉO SALLANON  |  CÉDRIC MASSART  |   
XING XIAO 

SOUND UNIVERSE  |  PHILIPPE ZUNINO

3D ARTIST  |  ROLAND LAUTH

LIVE-STREAM  |  JÉRÉMY SAINTOUT
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 In the form of an exhibition in virtual realities, a jumble between 
the “real” world and the “virtual” world, the group Hall Noir has invited 
at the end of the year 2021 each one to explore imaginaries modelled 
from and within the Château d’eau-Château d’Art of Bourges.

Hall Noir is an artistic and educational nebula of individuals linked 
by a creative system quite simple, demystified and psychic, in order 
to make visible the wealth of contemporary non-profit artistic ideas. 
After eight years of intensive collective creation, the last generation 
has decided to dematerialize itself to become a collective, meta-artists.

Originally, the inhabitants of the open – it is what they were called – 
cultivate the creation in company, always in company, populated by 
other beings, establishing fundamental friendships, and generating a 
joy so curious that it does not belong to the human art anymore. They 
create together, in a worlds game, an intermediary zone between real 
and virtual with the aim to short-circuit the set forms of art and exis-
tence, and to raise awareness of the public sensitive to the diversity 
of the seedlings, the beings, the things, the thoughts, the ages and the 
tastes, in continual transformation.
 
Jeu de mondes was presented in beta version on the occasion of the 
Multiple World·s Meetings in 2021: 

antrepeaux.net/ressources/jeu-de-mondes/

The 2.0 version is exposed on the occasion of the Multiple World·s 
Meetings in 2022. The exhibition proposes its metamorphosis in a col-
lective and active substance, with multi-sensory, visual, and touch-sen-
sitive languages …

The travellers navigate in superimposed realities in the space of the 
Château d’Eau-Château d’Art thanks to helmets-mounted display of 
virtual reality (VR) that enable them to explore freely the digital works. 
With a look like cosmonauts, they are going to discover an alternative 
reality, visit parallel worlds, crossing this substance where the circula-
tion in the virtual space is the same as that of the real room. Enabling 
the users of the helmets-mounted display to move physically in the 
room, the immersion is total.

The exhibition plays with the superimposition to permit to the expe-
rimenters to sit on a chair, lie in a bed, run, authorize themselves big 
movements between the physical and virtual world. 
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ESPACES VIRTUELS

The Room of The Tweets
BY SUZANNE HUSKY & STÉPHANIE SAGOT 
NOUVEAU MINISTÈRE DE L’AGRICULTURE

Cathedral 
BY NELSON BOURREC CARTER
ON A PROPOSAL OF JULIEN 
RIBEIRO, SILENCED 
KNOWLEDGES CYCLE / THE 
ILLNESS AS A PARTNER

 Cathedral is a multimedia installation in virtual reality that 
mix spatial exploration and sound testimonies. It places the specta-
tors in the 3D reconstitution of the suburban territory of Cathedral 
City, in California, as well as in the desert surrounding it.
Cathedral goes from the death of the artist father, Myles Carter,  
deceased in 2018 of an overdose of heroin and fentanyl, and the inves-
tigation that followed. While the public discovers these two spaces at 
twilight, voices come to start a tale: that of the reality of the opiates 
American crisis and the bereavement that loom within it.

 The “New Ministry of Agriculture” (Nouveau Ministère 
de l’Agriculture), represented by the artists-ministers Suzanne 
Husky and Stéphanie Sagot were in residence within “Virtual Antre 
Peaux”. It is a faithful 3D reproduction of all its diffusion and crea-
tion spaces.

Whatever the government in place, the agricultural policies are 
not scrutinized by the citizens and yet their survival depends on 
it. The New Ministry of Agriculture (Control, Innovate, Exploit, 
Accumulate) has its roots in the actions of the French Ministry of 
Agriculture and the Food Sovereignty, but also in the agribusiness 
which embody the contemporary mortiferous contradictions.

For the wilderness, the New Ministry of Agriculture proposes the 
Room of the Tweets.
In this virtual space, the Twitter flesh chicken, blue, retweets the 
last messages of the current Minister of Agriculture (also newly of 
the Food Sovereignty). The ancient tweets remain disponible for 
reading by the visitors. In these tweets element of language is played 
the whole political program, technological and energetic extra-ac-
tivist of this Ministry that defend as much the robotisation, the agri-
voltaic, the elimination of certain species (especially beetles), the 
unbridled innovation, the development of the wood channel as the 
living and the climate. These tweets contain all the contradictions 
of an institution when it is so responsible of the terrestrial wellness.

ESPACES VIRTUELS
NELSON BOURREC 
CARTER

HTTPS:// nelsonbcarter.com/

Nelson Bourrec Carter is an artist 
and Franco-American filmmaker. 
His practice brings together 
photographs, films, installations, 
and performances. It interrogates 
identity and race construction 
developing in territories shaped by  
a cinematic or literary popular 
culture of which the hybridity, the 
history or the architecture lends 
itself to a new reading. His films 
have been shown in festivals such  
as Entrevues Belfort or Vila do 
Conde, at the French Cinémathèque 
and in art centres such as MacVal  
or the MoMA of New York.

SUZANNE HUSKY & 
STÉPHANIE SAGOT

HTTPS:// nouveauministeredelagriculture.com/

For over ten years, Suzanne Husky 
and Stéphanie Sagot have been 
artists. In 2016, they decided to enter 
politics. They joined forces with the 
avowed goal of feeding the world, 
whatever the consequences. To this 
noble end, they produced the New 
Ministry of Agriculture and used their 
creative talent to develop visionary 
protean projects at the intersection 
of neo-liberalism and agribusiness. 
Fed by a culture of enterprise 
and entertainment, ministers, TV 
presenters, investigators, property 
developers, enlightened engineers 
apply methods such as borrowing, 
quoting and collage in turns and 
without complex.
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LANGUE DES BOIS
AN INSTALLATION  
BY KARINE BONNEVAL AND SHOÏ

PLANT  
ONESELF  
TO TAKE  
THE TIME   
TO LISTEN  
TO THE  
VEGETAL 
ORACLE
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Plant oneself to take the time to listen to the vegetal oracle.
 
A rug makes an alcove for three Ficus. Installed on this rug, the feet 
symbolically planted in the ground, the spectators can observe the 
response of the trees to different questions: questions we want to ask 
them, on themselves, on oneself, on its relationships. The questions 
make the plants vibrate, a vibration specific to each plant individual 
and to each question. This shiver, visible on a screen in front of the rug 
is translated in sounds: it is the “response” of the trees. Enigmatic, the 
phonemes produced constitute a language potentially understandable 
by all living beings. The tree becomes oracle. Edouardo Kohn writes 
in “Comment pensent les forêts» that the characteristic of the living 
is its capacity to interpret distinct categories of signs. Since the air 
movements are used and sensed by humans and trees, might tools be 
created, then used as “translators” of the human speech to transcribe 
to the trees? To feel in its rustling modulations what the tree wants “to 
tell us”?

Langue des Bois is an interior proposal to imagine an inter-species  
dialogue, a partial and imperfect experimental form. The installa-
tion is above all an excuse to spend time in the company of plants, 
observe and listen to what produces a potential interaction with them. 
The vibratory signal sent to the tree does not guarantee a complete  
“reception” of the plant subject. Likewise, the reaction and the  
response transposition system would not satisfy a cartesian being, 
rather interrogating the free and open spirit by its poetry. Thus, the 
coordinates transposed in a sound flow form, instead of an anthropo-
morphised response, an oracle, that by definition remain obscure for 
the one who comes to listen to it. Which could be the plant response 
to the human interrogations is an imperfect translator, an invitation to 
introspection. 

SHOÏ

HTTPS:// extrasystole-music.blogspot.com/

Shoï is a musician artist, video 
maker, plastic artist, performer, and 
researcher since 1987.
Out of the ordinary, from the music 
said “industrial”, he produced 
an unreleased summary of 
works crossing electronic and 
electroacoustic music, to develop 
multimedia form creative meetings. 
Thirty soundtracks, a dozen video, 
close to six hundred performances, 
cine concerts, as well as sound 
installation often interactive, 
define his route. He realizes studio 
recorded albums named “B.O. 
Imaginaires”, soundtracks of films 
that do not exist… The concert and 
studio collaborations favour the 
improvisation and the hands-on 
experience. They are determining 
for him and take the place in an 
electronic and electroacoustic device, 
original and personal evolutive, 
permitting to adapt to meetings as 
much instrumental as Buto dance 
(Trio Outre). The sounds weave, are 
contextualised, seep in deeply in the 
spectators to become narrative.

KARINE BONNEVAL

HTTPS:// karinebonneval.com/

Karine Bonneval proposes through 
her work ways to be of this world 
common between plants and 
humans, what Baptiste Morizot calls 
an “interspecies diplomacy”. In her 
installations, the public is immersed 
in a world with organic and fictional 
forms where hybridisations between 
art and sciences maliciously divert 
the technology to propose pieces 
of which the aesthetic is born of 
the handmade, of the vernacular. 
Her work on the plants leads her to 
construct rhizomatic projects that 
involve different universe people, 
botanists, gardeners, cooks, and 
inhabitants of the places where she is 
invited to create. Developing projects 
to breathe with the tree, move with 
the plants, listen to the earth, the 
artist imagines installations to 
experiment as many translators to 
live a shared time with the plants, 
dialoguing with the air, the ground, 
the gravity.
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FOCUS  
HOMO PHOTOSYNTHETICUS
BY EWEN CHARDRONNET  
AND MAYA MINDER 

URSULAB RESIDENCE 2022

PRODUCED WITH THE SUPPORT OF THE CENTRE-VAL DE LOIRE REGION

INSTALLATION GREEN OPEN FOOD EVOLUTION
DOCUMENTARY BASE HOMO PHOTOSYNTHETICUS
PROJECTION UMI NO OYA - UTO MONOGATARI
PERFORMANCE EGGS AND BOOBS

THE INSTALLATION GREEN OPEN FOOD EVOLUTION AND THE  
DOCUMENTARY VIDEO BASE HOMO PHOTOSYNTHETICUS 
ARE THE RESULT OF A YEAR AND A HALF OF RESEARCH AND 
INTERVIEWS IN FRANCE, EUROPE AND THE WORLD, CONCERNING 
THE ROLE OF ALGAE AND CYANOBACTERIA IN THE ECOLOGICAL 
TRANSITION AND ECOLOGICAL FOOD TRANSITION. WITH A COMMON 
QUESTION WITH A COMMON QUESTION: “HOW TO BECOME HOMO 
PHOTOSYNTHETICUS?”
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GREEN OPEN FOOD EVOLUTION
Artist: Maya Minder  |  Co-designer of the work: Ewen Chardronnet, Gabriel Violleau 
- Bientôt, urban architects, Victor Yvin & Pacôme Gérard designers artisans  |  
Construction: Victor Yvin & Pacôme Gérard designers artisans  |   
Activation : Ewen Chardronnet, Maya Minder, Alexia Venot

Cyanobacteria, with their ability to photosynthesize and exhale oxy-
gen into our atmosphere, are responsible for what is known as the 
great oxygenation event of the Cambrian period, which caused the 
first mass extinction on planet Earth. As we observe the acceleration 
of the Holocene extinction due to human activity, the question arises 
as to whether and how life on planet Earth will continue to evolve.

We humans have lived in evolutionary symbiosis with our gut bac-
teria. We communicate with our environment with the help of our 
non-human allies through food and ingestion. For example, in Japan, 
a lateral gene transfer has occurred within the population microbiome 
due to the ancient tradition of eating algae. What would become of 
us if we ate only algae and tried to co-evolve with these alien species 
from the protist kingdom?
With this deep temporal perspective in mind and the more-than-hu-
man multitudes it may entail in a speculative history yet to be written, 
would it be possible to become fully autotrophic and live as a Homo 
Photosyntheticus? Green Open Food Evolution embarks on this jour-
ney by incorporating design, performance, biohacking, and cuisine 
into an installation and film that is intended to be open and procedural.

Green Open Food Evolution, as a mediakitchen lab, questions how bio-
hacking can take into account Lynn Margulis’ evolutionary biology, 
molecular transformation through the culinary, transdisciplinary 
approach via new media, performance and life itself to activate an 
architectural structure. “So cooking transforms us” is the starting 
point for Maya Minder’s practice which presents the entanglement of 
food and the act of eating as a holistic approach to transformation, 
progression, which can mutually foster healing, create new symbo-
lism, alchemy and narrative.

MAYA MINDER

HTTPS:// mayaminder.ch/

Art historian, artist, researcher and 
exhibition curator,  Maya Minder 
works in the field of Eat-Art. As a 
specialist of lactic fermentation, she 
realizes experiments with bacteria, 
mushrooms and seaweeds while 
applying this knowledge to cooking, 
the realization of films, handicraft 
and design. In continuity with the 
story of feminism, she combines art, 
science, and queer theories with her 
practice of biohacker.

EWEN CHARDRONNET

HTTPS:// ewenchardronnet.com/

Artist, author, journalist, and 
exhibition curator, Ewen Chardronnet 
has contributed for twenty years to 
the development of collective works 
and in the fields of investigation 
art, spatial art, art and science, and 
performance. He is interested by the 
hacker culture, the tactical media, 
the science-fiction of the present, 
the ecology, the queer and the bioart. 
As a journalist, he collaborates to 
diverse magazines of which Makery, 
Solidarum or Ciel & Espace.
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Eggs and boobs
SPECULATIVE PERFORMANCE BY MAYA MINDER AND ALEXIA VENOT
With the participation of Lisa Jankovics and Kyoka

“We eat and we are eaten. How to approach this 
ambiguous relationship to bodies to reinvent forms 

of sensuality with food?”
The performance takes the form of a performative and participative 
dinner where the artists intervene, through their actions and the reading 
of texts, Emanuele Coccia as one of the characters of the fiction intro-
duced during the performance.
In Eggies Island, the public is led to a culinary journey to immerse 
themselves in the role of the Bowies, characters of the story, who come 
to have a meal on the island. A series of different dishes and orders 
are brought to the public, metaphorical ingredients of our sensual, re-
gressive sensual, regressive, erotic and fluid connections: eggs, milk, 
eggplant fig, rice, seaweed.

Umi No Oya - Uto Monogatari
EWEN CHARDRONNET ET MAYA MINDER, UMU NO OYA - UTO MONOGATARI, 2022, 
DOCUMENTARY FILM (IN PROGRESS), HD VIDEO, 14 MIN 31 SEC

Film produced with the support of Antre Peaux, ART2M, DDA Contemporary Art Marseille, 
Embassy of Switzerland, Biolab Tokyo, bioart/biomedia metaPhorest platform of
Waseda University in Tokyo

In southern Japan, at the bottom of the Uto Peninsula, in the park 
Sumiyoshi, near the shrine, is a monument. On this monument we 
can observe the profile of a bespectacled middle-aged woman wea-
ring a button-down shirt, her gaze tilted slightly upwards and into 
the distance, as if she was surveying the sea. Below the portrait is 
inscribed “IN MEMORY OF MADAME KATHLEEN MARY DREW, D. 
Sc.”, a British phycologist (algae specialist) who died in 1957 in the 
age of 56, without having ever set foot in Japan.

aPrayer: encounter with Hideo Iwasaki
EWEN CHARDRONNET AND MAYA MINDER, aPrayer: ENCOUNTER WITH HIDEO IWASAKI, 
2022, DOCUMENTARY FILM (IN PROGRESS), HD VIDEO, 15 MIN

Film made with the support of Antre Peaux, ART2M, DDA Contemporary Art Marseille, 
Embassy of Switzerland, Biolab Tokyo, bioart/biomedia platform metaPhorest Waseda 
University in Tokyo

In 2016, Hideo Iwasaki, from metaPhorest - Laboratory for Mollecular 
Cell Network & Biomedia Art at Waseda University in Tokyo, created 
the aPrayer project, consisting of two stone monuments (one for cells 
and artificial life, the other for micro-organisms) in Izmir Prefecture 
in Ibaraki Prefecture, Japan. Iwasaki leads us to the Shinto seaweed 
monument at Kawasaki Daishi Temple and then Iwasaki discusses 
his experience with aPrayer and the associated ceremonies.
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SPECIAL  
GUEST  
ALICE CARABÉDIAN 

UTOPIE  
RADICALE 

Since the creation of a meeting in 2020 at 99 % online due to 
the sanitary crisis, Antre Peaux continues to propose an online 
programme that permit to touch the persons experiencing an 
impossibility to come to the site, for geographical, physical, 
professional, personal, sensitive reasons, etc.

The association opens this programme by a meeting filmed with the 
author Alice Carabédian, who presents her work Utopie radicale, Seuil 
Editions.

Events that, not so long ago, were unlikely, the 
worst scenarios or dystopia, sculpt now our 
everyday life. Science fiction has become our 
reality. We live in a chaos that intensifies even 
though, here and there, concrete utopias bloom 
on the ruins of capitalism, pinpointed and 
feasible, cabins and refuges. But these utopias 
are often frequently granted, in the margins, by 
those who promise the space colonization and 
self-sufficient cities for billionaires?
It’s urgent to claim places where imaginaries 
would deploy in total freedom. 

The Radical Utopia can respond to the extremism 
of the current and coming disasters. It is time 
to dream of technologies and emancipating 
intergalactic meetings and not leave this power 
only to the capitalist vessels captains. Faced with 
disaster, may other worlds be imagined?

ALICE CARABÉDIAN
Utopian of the well-travelled roads, 
with a diploma in modern literature, 
and doctor in political philosophy, 
Alice Carabédian strives for a 
reconceptualisation of the political 
utopia within the contemporary 
science-fiction. Her research is 
polymorphic and forge links with 
artists, researchers, authors, 
activists.

\  AUTHOR

\  BOOK
*

* RADICAL UTOPIA
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ONLINE
PROGRAM

FILMS

MÉLAS DE SATURNE,  
BY JOSEFA NTJAM, 2020
HTTPS:// NTJAMJOSEFA.COM/MELAS-DE-
           SATURNE/

Mélas de Saturne is the point of departure for a 
display which tests the potential meta-narratives 
in the formation of new collective memories 
and ecologies. Ntjam’s speculative analysis 
of the mélas – a black liquid infiltrating and 
disrupting established systems of perceptions 
and nominations of fixed (id)entities – and trans-
historical aesthetics as tools for a practice of 
emancipation, deconstructing and reinventing the 
concept of origin to promote the emergence of 
inclusive, processual and resilient communities.

IF I COULD NAME YOU MYSELF  
(I WOULD HOLD YOU FOREVER),  
BY HOPE STRICKLAND AND 
JESSICA AL MAL, 2021

Cotton is a plant with connotations that far 
surpass its delicate white flowers, bringing to 
mind issues of enforced labour, of exploitation 
and of colonialism. Yet the very crop for which 
creole women were forced into labour, offered 
a form of herbal resistance: cotton root bark 
could be used as birth control. Herbal knowledge 
carefully gathered and held, was used amongst 

the women to defy a lineage of servitude. Beneath 
the inherent violence of the slave economic 
system, we find quiet resistance and moments of 
deep, loving rebellion.

GENTLY RUNNING DOWNWARDS,  
BY LILIANA ZEIC, 2021
HTTPS:// EMARE.EU/WORKS/GENTLY-
          RUNNING-DOWNWARDS/

EMAP RESIDENCE AT IMPAKT IN 2021

Choreographies of exclusion and hunt practiced 
in playgrounds around the world provide a 
background both for the far-right strategies of 
stigmatization, as well as for the experiences of 
those singled-out as the other.
In this two-channel video Zeic confronts the 
language of legal tactics and organised ultra-
Catholic campaigns with the intimate words of 
the targeted people affected by the minority 
stress, which she has been collecting since 2019. 
It culminates a two year long research of the 
mechanisms of far right rhetorics, and praxis 
as well as the effected reactions to the ensuing 
discriminatory actions.

THE EFFECT OF CANNONRY ON 
THUNDERCLOUD, DE JULIANE 
JASCHNOW ET STEFANIE 
SCHROEDER, 2017

2016 saw the highest number of potential 
tornadoes since the beginning of weather 
recordkeeping in Germany. Likewise, there is 
a deluge of weather tropes on the internet, on 
television, and on the news: shit storms, data 
floods, refugee waves. Language, metaphors, 
and images are instruments of control. They 
are used to dispel — and to produce — fear. 
How does the image function as a document, 
as fiction, trophy, counterattack? How close is 
manipulation to prediction? Is the weather still 
real?
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THE EVENTS 
CONCERTS AND SOUND PERFORMANCES

EVENING SPECULATIVE FABULATION (SCIENCE FICTION) PARTY #1 :  
MECHANICAL HEAVEN + CALLING MARIAN

MECHANICAL HEAVEN / DJ SET / ORLÉANS - PARIS
HTTPS://SOUNDCLOUD.COM/E-M-M-A-M

Emma Thalia feeds on rebellious, distorted, dark, sensitive, psychedelic sounds. When she 
doesn’t compose hidden at the back of her room, the artist explores and travels indefinitely in all 
electronic and experimental music layers. Pursuing the grooves of sound migration, she forges 
links and has fun following her intuition.

CALLING MARIAN / ATMOSPHERIC TECHNO / FRANCE
HTTPS://SOUNDCLOUD.COM/CALLINGMARIAN

Calling Marian is a solo project of instrumental electronic music carried by Marianne Delorme. 
The project has known several type mutations (folk, electro-pop) before definitively mutating in 
2015 in an electronic and techno project, while the public release of the first titles. As of 2018, 
after several years of DJ set, the project has taken a live dimension to materialise a need for 
more personal artistic representation. Winner of the jury prize of the iNOUïs of the Printemps 
de Bourges 2019 and laureate of the FAIR 2020, Calling Marian is definitely one of the emerging 
figures of the electronic scene to be monitored very closely. DJ, producer and live performer, this 
insatiable artist multiplies projects, either solo with a series of EP blending electro, techno, and 
acid, while enlacing music and image and assuring the management of her label CVNT Records.

CONCERT
ZOHASTRE + DAT POLITICS + PATRIC CATANI

ZOHASTRE / ELECTRONIC TRANCE / FRANCE
HTTP://WWW.ZAMZAMREC.ORG/ZOHASTRE.HTML

Zohastre is the alliance of a battery, cassette players and effects. In montages, managing a 
fiendishly efficient and organic handiwork, they take the public towards tribal dances

DAT POLITICS / DIGITAL ELECTRO MUSIC / FRANCE
HTTPS://WWW.DATPOLITICS.COM

Filled with an energy flirting with a gentle euphoria, DAT Politics has imposed itself on the 
dancefloors of the best clubs and festivals in the world. Born of the 8bit scene, the combo remains 
loyal to its roots and blend to a super-charged electro-pop influences house and synth wave.

PATRIC CATANI / ELECTRONIC MUSIC / GERMANY
HTTPS://CATANI-MUSIC.DE

Patric Catani, icon of the German electronic scene, aka Candie Hank, Puppetmastaz, or EC8OR 
on the label of the Beastie Boys, gives off an incredible communicative and hearty energy. He is 
music producer and composer. Over twenty years of career, he produced about 90 LP, for diverse 
projects and groups, included production works and (re)mixing for Ill Till & Xberg Dhirty6 Cru, 
Puppetmastaz, Fraktus, Driver&Driver, Bonaparte, Angie Reed, Chilly Gonzales. He published on 
labels like Wordsound, Grand Royal (USA), Shitkatapult, Sonig, Mille Plateaux, Gagarin Records et 
Beat Ink (Japan). Over the years, he never ceased to enlarge his universe and produced theatre 
music for Johan Simons at the Volksbühne of Berlin, at the Münchner Kammerspiele, at the ZT 
Hollandia and for “Elementary Particles” at the Theatre Freiburg. He has, furthermore, composed 
several soundtracks for films, sound pieces and many video games.

MOUVEMENTS FANTÔMES, MEMBRES MIROIRS BY ALEXIS DEGRENIER
PERFORMANCE, PERCUSSIONS SOLO / FRANCE

After his studies of classical percussion and composition, Alexis Degrenier decides to take ways 
as multiple as apart, calling on the music of G. Ligeti as well as on the metric systems of the 
Maquam, the musics of the Middle east, the everyday mechanical throbs or again the musics 
of the Centre-France passing by the study of the slanted listening of the sound spaces. He 
gets his inspiration in the literature or the philosophy to extract what he desires transforming: 
The concept in affect. In his instrumental practice, he learns as much from the oral tradition 
as from the written music and decides to join the forms for his solo percussion and objects 
“Mouvements fantômes, membres miroirs”. In this work he desires shifting according to the 
spaces and the possibles, time transforms into durations to become a (not)exhausted pulse. He 
collaborates today with La Tène, the Minisym ensemble, the project “In C”, the group Tanz Mein 
Herz, the Insub Meta Orchestra, the percussion trio Cerbère, co-compose OutreNoir (with Golem 
Mécanique), makes film musics by Rose Lowder and compose the music of the show “À l’Ouest” 
of the choreographer Olivia Granville. In 2022, he becomes a teacher performing in music-s in 
the ESACM (art school of Clermont-Ferrand). In November, his first solo record “La mort aura tes 
yeux” will be released at Standard in-fi and Murailles Music.
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THE EVENTS (NEXT) 

VERITAS VENTRILOQUIST (2020-2022) BY LOTTIE SEBES
PERFORMANCE WITH A SEWING MACHINE, EFFECTS AND SEWING MACHINE PEDALS, 
ELECTROMAGNETIC MICROPHONES, TALK-BOX, MAGNETIC TAPE, FOUND OBJECTS, 20MIN

Veritas Ventriloquist is a performance and a sound work that questions, transforms and exploits 
the historical links between gender, voice, and technologies. In the heart if this performance, 
we find the Veritas Machine – a noisy and dynamic woman-machine interface –, made from 
dismantled and reforged sewing machines, reconsidered as an instrument and a vocal 
synthesizer. This object is a whole, a device and a relational system of technological components 
mainly used by women. Loops of archive material and electromagnetic sound are rolled up in the 
mechanisms of the sewing machines, combined to their pirated pedals. All resonates in the oral 
cavity of the artist. The body becomes the echo chamber of a genealogy where machines and 
media have historically printed their gendered codes. The choking and the aggression infiltrate 
between the cracks and the feminized looks. The ventriloqual noise of the machine irrupts by 
the mouth to form a shared agency through which a cyborg voice can defy the limits of her own 
gendered story.

LOTTIE SEBES  |  HTTPS://WWW.LOTTIESEBES.COM
Lottie Sebes is a Berlin-based artist, researcher and curator from Sydney, Australia. Driven by her research in media 
archaeology, she is fascinated by the past lives, cultural meanings and living agencies of old and new technologies.

EVENING SPECULATIVE FABULATION (SCIENCE FICTION) PARTY #2 :  
NENĬ A IRĂ + CRENOKA

NENĬ A IRĂ / ELECTRONICAL SONGS /  MARSEILLE
HTTPS://WWW.NENIAIRA.FR/

Nenĭa Iră plays and refers to the Mediterranean traditional musics while creating resolutely 
original and contemporary songs. Her powerful voice goes straight to the heart while she tells 
the crossing of an introspective journey sublimated by the song. Accompanied by a shrutibox, 
an Indian accordion, the artist reveals arrangements worked with care, the drums and electronic 
effects manipulated live on machines.

CRENOKA / BEDROOM POP / TOURS
HTTPS://SOUNDCLOUD.COM/CRENOKACOMPUTER

Crenoka is a solo project of Nastasia Paccagnini, known from the projects Boys in Lilies and Thé 
Vanille. True to the handicraft that conjure the creation, Crenoka explores and experiments. Intra 
and extra-terrestrial world noises, digital sounds, lofi clumsy songs, reality fragments stolen 
at the dictaphone compose a pop of precious and luminous chamber. The fiction realm that the 
artist constructs is coloured of cyberpunk in the style of a manga where the themes of the human 
condition, memory, reality versus technology jostle. Armed with these machines Crenoka creates 
a fragile and intimist cocoon to tell its stories in the most total stripping.

AQUATEQUE by Studio Above & Below (Perry-James Sudgen), 8 min

Aquateque is a short film exploring the river Ruhr through a variety of new media technologies. The 
project combines AI and AR tools to explore sustainable ways of creating digital materials which 
merge nature and computation. The diverse ecosystem of the surrounding is captured through 
audio, visual and 3D programming tools and transformed into a generative augmented space.
In EMAP residence at iMal (BE)  studioaboveandbelow.com

A Demonstration 2020, 25 min +  Bilateria, 2019, 13 min , by Beny Wagner & Sasha Litvintseva
A Demonstration is a monster film with no monsters. Inspired by the existence of taxonomies 
of monsters at the heart of Early Modern European science, the film explores and reinterprets a 
way of seeing the natural world that is almost impossible to imagine from today’s vantage point. 
Early Modern naturalists were guided by a logic in which scientific truths were discovered through 
visual analogy. The word “monster” comes from the latin ‘monstrare’, meaning to show, to 
reveal, to demonstrate. A Demonstration picks up on these themes in a poetic exploration of the 
boundaries of sight and the metamorphosis of form.
In EMAP residence at Impakt (NL)  sashalitvintseva.com  |  benywagner.com

It’s Coming From Inside the House by Nelson Bourrec Carter, 2022, 10 min

In It’s Coming From Inside the House, a group of houses express in one voice, interrogating 
themselves on the notion of survival in an environment modelled by a perception of the real far 
away from the one he lives day after day.
Based on a proposal by Julien Ribeiro, Silenced Knowledges program

THE SCREENINGS 
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Une si longue marche by Dominique Loreau, documentary, Belgium, 
2022, 62 min, HD
This film interrogates the conflicting meeting between humans and 
Chinese crabs, accidentally imported in Northern Europe, that migrate each 
year in polluted rivers. Trying to bypass obstacles erected by humans, they 
invade small towns or plug the filter of a nuclear power plant.
dominiqueloreau.be

Globes by Nina de Vroome, documentary, Belgium, 2021, 98 min

Caught in a dance, bees tell stories on the surrounding world. Humans 
claim a role, sometimes intimate and very close, sometimes distant and 
at industrial scale. Nina de Vroome thoughts swarm like bees. From the 
smallest alveole of the hive to the global economy, her documentary essay 
maps the links between humans and bees. As accomplished story tellers, 
they both give form to their life on earth.
ninadevroome.be

THE SCEENINGS (NEXT)

FREE REIN TO BORIS LEHMAN
To the question “Can you propose a program on the 
animal world?”, Boris Lehman had responded by 
a face-to-face between crabs and bees, providing 
the opportunity of meeting two Belgian film maker.

BORIS LEHMAN
HTTPS:// borislehman.be/

Everyone will tell you, Boris Lehman 
is a film maker at the first person. 
He is part of this mythical and 
friendly family that has brothers and 
cousins Brakhage, Mekas, Morder, 
De Bernardi, Noren, Hernandez, 
Kawanaka, Guttenplan, Hanoun, 
Courant or Akerman. He brings 
the cinema closer to the intimate 
literature and the self-portrait. He is 
also the film maker of the Other and 
of the meeting with the Other.
Through his fund of photographic 
archives and his 16mm editing 
table, Boris Lehman is in permanent 
residence at Antre Peaux.

PROFESSIONNAL DAY
IN THE INTERVAL – SITUATE AND BE SITUATED 
UNDERSTAND THE ARTISTIC AND SCIENTIFIC MEDIATION

A professional day proposed as part of the Multiple World·s 2022  
meeting, displays research fields explored by a number of artists, 
scientists and partners with which Antre Peaux collaborates in its daily 
life. The association supports, develops and diffuses actually visual 
arts, bio media, multimedia and living shows, in and beyond the walls, 
in association with the local, national, European, and international 
professional and educative networks. Together, the artistic and scien-
tific mediations interrogate on the relationships to develop with the 
publics, the formats to invent or revisit and the truest possible positio-
nings to enable a real meeting with the contemporary stakes, forms, 
and approaches.
Historically, the conceptions and practices linked to meditation are 
different in arts and science and the places that these mediations have 
occupied in these disciplinary fields are not equivalent. However, 
the epistemological approach, critical, and philosophical study of 
sciences, has encompassed for a few decades the study of the creation 
processes used in artistic steps confronted to methodologies of human 
and social science, nature science (physics, chemistry and biology) and 
logico-mathematics sciences (mathematics, logics, and informatics). 
Between story and the becoming of sciences, history and becoming of 
arts, the common ground of mediation seems yet to be cleared.
How to particularly broach the mediation that aims to create meetings 
with works at the crossing of these two disciplinary fields and these 
two stories?
How to articulate knowledge and emotions, the experiences, and  
ensations to come even closer to these projects situated between 
arts and sciences? In a time where to think of art or science as her-
metic fields to contemporary societal and environmental stakes is  
foreclosed, the stake of this day is to develop a collective reflection 
and to produce common resources.
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DAY ORGANISED IN PARTNERSHIP WITH

ENSA BOURGES  |  ÉCOPIA – Structure dedicated to professional 

formation, the accompanying and counselling in the artistic and 

cultural sector  |  THE OCCUPATION CAMPUS AND PATRIMONY, ART 

TRADES AND TOURISM EXCELLENCE QUALIFICATIONS – (CMQ-e 

PatMAT), supported by the University of Tours  |  The regional network 

PÉPITE CENTRE VAL DE LOIRE - PEPITE Centre-Val de Loire assemble 

the Tours and Orléans Universities as well as the engineer school 

INSA Centre-Val de Loire  |  HACNUM – National network of hybrid arts 

and digital cultures  |  The BLA ! network – National association of 

the professional mediation in contemporary art  |  the TRAS national 

network –  Transversale des Réseaux Arts Sciences, composed of 

artistic, cultural, university and research structures  |  The EMAP 

european network– European Media Art Platform / capacity building 

workshop  |  MAISON DE LA CULTURE DE BOURGES
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09:30 - 10:00 

10:00 - 11:00 

11:00 - 12:30 

12:30 - 14:00 

14:00 - 16:00 

16:00

18:00 

  ∫  

  ∫  

  ∫  

  ∫  

  ∫  

  ∫  

  ∫  

RECEPTION

ROUND TABLE #1
What is mediation? By the members of the Bla! Association

ROUND TABLE #2
History testimony and current or recent sharing projects held in France

LUNCH

ROUND TABLE #3
Mediation arts sciences practices in Europe: 
what relations between cultural structures and research labs?

CONCLUSION AND SNACK TIME

PROJECTION OF THE FILM UMI NO OYA - UTO MONOGATARI  
by Ewen Chardronnet and Maya Minder (in progress)  
+ meeting with the artists 
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LITERARY MEETING
SUR LES BOUTS DE LA 
LANGUE. TRADUIRE EN 
FÉMINISTE/S

CYCLE
QU’AS-TU FAIT DE TA SŒUR ? 

# 4
MEETING WITH  
NOÉMIE GRUNENWALD

FOR HER BOOK SUR LES BOUTS DE LA 
LANGUE. TRADUIRE EN FÉMINISTE/S 
PROPOSED AND HOSTED BY REINE PRAT
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 What the author says about it: “Sur les bouts de la langue is a nar-
rative essay in which I explore the feminist stakes of translation from 
my own experience. I blend theoretical reflection and personal tale to 
interrogate the dominant conceptions of translation and demonstrate 
that the engagement in translation, far from being a supplementary 
means, permit to work better. I process the translation as a collective 
process that reveals the blind spots of the gender in the language and 
permits to concretely act on it and on the world that surrounds it. I 
finally tell of my first translations, the conditions in which they have 
been made and what they have done to me in the interior”.
 
Qu’as-tu fait de ta sœur ? Is a free rein proposed to Reine Prat following 
the invitation that was made to her in November 2021 on the occasion 
to the publishing of her essay Exploser le plafond. Précis de féminisme 
à l’usage du monde de la culture at the Éditions Rue de l’échiquier.

Qu’as-tu fait de ta sœur ? Is an interrogation, an invitation to come and 
meet the authors of whom the texts are an echo, in a manner or the other 
to the book of Reine Prat. The treated subjects are multiple. They all are 
from a feminist point of view, in an empowerment perspective.

Qu’as-tu fait de ta sœur ? Is a program of literary meeting, on a bi- 
monhtly rhythm, in partnership with the bookstore La Plume de 
Sarthate that proposes each time a stand of book sales.

NOÉMIE 
GRUNENWALD

HTTPS:// noemiegrunenwald.wordpress.com/

Noémie Grunenwald is a translator of 
English. She has notably translated 
Dorothy Allison, bell hooks, Silvia 
Federici, Julia Serano, Sara Ahmed, 
Minnie Bruce Pratt. With her years 
of experience in punk-feminist 
do-it-yourself, she funded the 
Hystériques & AssociéEs editions to 
accompany the publisher of authors 
marginalised by the editorial industry 
and to contribute to the diffusion of 
texts that have marked the feminist, 
lesbians or trans movements. She 
is currently co-responsible of the 
FELiCiTE (Féminismes En Ligne: 
Circulations, Traductions, Éditions) 
research program.

REINE PRAT

Reine Prat is a French Senior Civil 
Servant, with an aggregation in 
literature and honorary general 
inspector of creation, artistic 
teaching, and cultural action at the 
Ministry of Culture. She is the author 
of two ministerial reports, in 2006 
and 2009, for the equality women/
men in the sector of the living show 
in France. Reine Prat brings a unique 
reflection on the subject, as she 
decrypts the mechanisms which she 
observed from the inside and gives to 
understand the pluralities of voices 
by those who make the culture and 
arts today.
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WORKSHOP
MASTER CLASS 
THE ANTRE PEAUX LABS PROPOSES  
A WORKSHOP AND A MASTER CLASS

AT THE CINEMA LAB OF HAÏDOUC

WORKSHOP 16 mm

With Boris Lehman

The film maker initiates the participants to the montage of the film in 16 mm. 
They will share a collective moment of film making creation.

AT THE LAB’SON

Master class / meeting with Patric Catani

Patric Catani shares his time with visitors on his work, her numerous 
collaborations, and his manner of conceiving video game musics.
Numerous collaborations and her manner for conceiving musics and  
video games.
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THE TEAM

ARTISTIC DIRECTION: Isabelle Carlier
PROGRAMMING COMMITTEE: Julie Crenn  |  Julien Ribeiro  |  Boris Lehman  |  Shoï  |  
Nicolas Moreau  |  the Hall Noir group 2021 piloted by David Legrand
PROJECT MANAGER: Sandra Émonet
PRODUCTION MANAGERS: Olivia Earle  |  Marine Rousset
COMUNICATION MANAGER: Alice Trocellier 
COMMUNICATION AND SIGNAGE: Elisabeth Delval
COMMUNITY MANAGER: Salomé Hirrien
MEDIATION MANAGER: Annaëlle Lecry
CONTEMPORARY ART MEDIATOR: Elodie Cutullic
GRAPHIC DESIGNER: Quentin Aurat
COVER ILLUSTRATOR: Margot Capello
TECHNICAL MANAGERS: Anne Soizic-Croslard  |  Samuel Perez  |  François Tanfin  |  
Thomas Richoux  |  Tatjana Komaroff  |  Aurélien Merlet

THANKS

TO
all artists
all programmers
to the whole team of Antre Peaux
to the whole of the members of the EMAP network
to the team of the culture service of the city of Bourges
the whole team of the Natural History Museum of Bourges
the whole team of the Maison de la Culture de Bourges
APY EUROPE, supplier of digital solutions for the image professions
to our human and non-human partners

ANTRE PEAUX - HAÏDOUC AND 
TRANSPALETTE
FREE ACCESS -Open from Wednesday 
to Sunday, 15:00 to 19:00 
24-26 ROUTE DE LA CHAPELLE
18000 BOURGES
 
ANTRE PEAUX - HOULOCÈNE
FREE ACCESS - Open from Saturday 
to Sunday, 15:00 to 19:00
24-26 ROUTE DE LA CHAPELLE
18000 BOURGES

MUSÉUM D'HISTOIRE NATURELLE
ALL. RENÉ MÉNARD
18000 BOURGES

MAISON DE LA CULTURE  
DE BOURGES
PLACE SÉRAUCOURT
18000 BOURGES

CHÂTEAU D’EAU – CHÂTEAU D’ART
FREE ACCESS - Open from Tuesday 
to Sunday, 15:00 to 19:00
PLACE SÉRAUCOURT
18000 BOURGES
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THE PROGRAM AT A GLANCE

WEB VERSION ONLY, FREE, THIS DOCUMENT CANNOT BE SELL  |  FRENCH VERSION PRINTED WITH CARE BY NUMERISCANN37 (TOURS)  |  GRAPHIC DESIGN: QUENTIN AURAT  |  ILLUSTRATIONS FOR THE 2022 EDITION (COVER): MARGOT CAPELLO

  SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 5  

18:18  ∫  VERNISSAGE OF THE KIN(D) RELATIONS EXHIBITION

  ANTRE PEAUX : TRANSPALETTE  | FREE

21:21  ∫  CONCERT  |  SPECULATIVE FABULATION (SCIENCE FICTION) PARTY #1 :

MECHANICAL HEAVEN + CALLING MARIAN

  ANTRE PEAUX: NADIR | 13€/10€/8€

  SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 12  

21:21  ∫  CONCERT  |  ZOHASTRE + DAT POLITICS + PATRIC CATANI

  ANTRE PEAUX: NADIR  | 15€/13€/10€

  MONDAY, NOVEMBER 14 > THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 17  

10:10  ∫  16MM CINEMA WORKSHOP WITH BORIS LEHMAN

  ANTRE PEAUX: STUDIO HAÏDOUC – FREE

18:18 EACH DAYS  ∫  MASTER CLASS / MEETING WITH PATRIC CATANI

  ANTRE PEAUX: LAB’SON – FREE

 

  THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 17  

18:18  ∫  VERNISSAGE OF JEU DE MONDES 2.0

  BEYOND THE WALLS: CHÂTEAU D’EAU-CHÂTEAU D’ART – FREE

 FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 18  

9:30 à 17:00  ∫  PROFESSIONAL DAY  |  IN THE DIVIDE – SITUATE AND BE SITUATED – 

UNDERSTAND THE ARTISTIC AND SCIENTIFIC MEDIATION

  BEYOND THE WALLS: MAISON DE LA CULTURE + ONLINE – FREE

18:00  ∫  PROJECTION  |  UMI NO OYA / UTO MONOGATARI BY EWEN CHARDRONNET & 

MAYA MINDER + MEETING WITH THE ARTISTS 

  BEYOND THE WALLS: MAISON DE LA CULTURE BOURGES – FREE

19:19  ∫  LITERARY MEETING  |  SUR LES BOUTS DE LA LANGUE. TRADUIRE EN 

FÉMINISTE/S, CYCLE QU’AS-TU FAIT DE TA SŒUR ? #4 + MEETING WITH NOÉMIE 

GRUNENWALD, A PROPOSAL OF REINE PRAT

  BEYOND THE WALLS: MAISON DE LA CULTURE DE BOURGES – FREE

21:21  ∫  PERFORMANCES  |  MOUVEMENTS FANTÔMES, MEMBRES MIROIRS  

BY ALEXIS DEGRENIER + VERITAS VENTRILOQUIST BY LOTTIE SEBES

  ANTRE PEAUX: NADIR – 13€/10€/8€

22:22 UNTIL  ∫  NIGHTTIME OF THE EXHIBITION KIN(D) RELATIONS

  ANTRE PEAUX: TRANSPALETTE – FREE

  SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 19  

14:45  ∫  PROJECTIONS  |  FILM PROGRAM : STUDIO ABOVE & BELOW  

+ BENY WAGNER & SASHA LITVINTSEVA + DOMINIQUE LOREAU + NINA DE VROOME  

+ NELSON BOURREC CARTER

  BEYOND THE WALLS: MUSÉUM D’HISTOIRE NATURELLE – FREE

18:18  ∫  VERNISSAGE  |  GREEN OPEN FOOD EVOLUTION, 

BY MAYA MINDER & EWEN CHARDRONNET

  ANTRE PEAUX: HAÏDOUC – FREE

20:20  ∫  PERFORMANCE  |  EGGS AND BOOBS, BY MAYA MINDER & ALEXIA VENOT

  ANTRE PEAUX: HAÏDOUC – FREE

21:21  ∫  CONCERT  |  SPECULATIVE FABULATION (SCIENCE FICTION) PARTY #2 :

NENĬA IRĂ + CRENOKA

  ANTRE PEAUX: NADIR – 13€/10€/8€

22:22 UNTIL  ∫  NIGHTTIME OF THE EXHIBITION KIN(D) RELATIONS

  ANTRE PEAUX: TRANSPALETTE – FREE

  SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 19 + SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 20  

  AVAILABLE ALL WEEKEND ON MONDESMULTIPLES.ANTREPEAUX.NET :

∫  FILM  |  MÉLAS DE SATURNE, BY JOSEFA NTJAM 

∫  FILM  |  IF I COULD NAME YOU MYSELF, BY HOPE STRICKLAND AND JESSICA AL MAL

∫  FILM  |  GENTLY RUNNING DOWNWARDS, BY LILIANA ZEIC

∫  FILM  |  THE EFFECT OF CANNONRY ON THUNDERCLOUD, BY JULIANE JASCHNOW 

AND STEFANIE SCHROEDER

  AVAILABLE IN THE RESOURCE AREA ON ANTREPEAUX.NET :

∫  INTERVIEWS OF ALICE CARABÉDIAN 

EXHIBITIONS
 

∫  KIN(D) RELATIONS 

COLLECTIVE EXHIBITION

FROM NOVEMBER 5, TO DECEMBER 30, 2022

  ANTRE PEAUX: TRANSPALETTE 

 

∫  JEU DE MONDES 2.0

COLLECTIVE WORK

FROM NOVEMBER 17, 2022, TO JANUARY 15, 2023

  BEYOND THE WALLS: CHÂTEAU D’EAU-CHÂTEAU D’ART

 

∫  FOCUS HOMO PHOTOSYNTHETICUS

EWEN CHARDRONNET & MAYA MINDER

FROM NOVEMBER 19 TO DECEMBER 4, 2022

  ANTRE PEAUX: HAÏDOUC

 

∫  LANGUE DES BOIS

SHOÏ & KARINE BONNEVAL

FROM NOVEMBER 19 TO 20, 2022

  ANTRE PEAUX: HOULOCÈNE

∫  CATHEDRAL

NELSON BOURREC CARTER

FROM NOVEMBER 10 TO 20, 2022

  ANTRE PEAUX: VIRTUAL SPACE

∫  THE ROOM OF TWEETS

NEW MINISTRY OF AGRICULTURE

SUZANNE HUSKY & STÉPHANIE SAGOT

FROM NOVEMBER 19 TO DECEMBER 4, 2022

  ANTRE PEAUX: VIRTUAL SPACE


